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This Week 

Have you ever wondered why brokerages are always running commercials on TV? It's 

because their marketing departments are constantly looking for new clients. The reason is 

an unpleasant fact called the "90-90-90 Rule". This "rule" is almost never mentioned outside 

of the brokerage industry. But it's why their marketing departments are driven to find a 

steady supply of new investors. 

Here's the 90-90-90 Rule: 

90% of the people who open a brokerage account will lose 90% of their 

money in the first 90 days.  

The actual time period varies from person to person, but it is a fact that the 90% of the 

people who open a brokerage account will go broke or simply give up in about 3 months. 

And your broker doesn't really care. A broker only makes money when money moves. 

That's why brokers used to give you a bunch of free trades when you opened an account. 

They wanted to get you in the habit of trading a lot. Now they offer commission free 

trading. They still make money on order routing, and they know it's only a matter of time 

before most people blow up their accounts. That's why they are constantly recruiting new 

customers. 

What causes this huge rate of attrition? Newcomers invariably underestimate how difficult it 

is to make money in the markets. Investing looks really simple until you are actually doing 

it. 90% of investors do not have a written investing plan, and 90% of investors wash out in 

just a few months. Coincidence? Hardly. 

This is why trading coaches and mentors harp on the notion that you have to have a plan. 

Without a plan you overtrade, you invest in fads, you don't know how or when to capture 

profits, and you don't know how to manage risk. 

When you are looking for an entry, you are an analyst. Once you are in a position, you are a 

risk manager. A lot of people are good at analysis, but if you can't make the transition to 

risk manager once a position is open, you will not make money in the market. A market 

position is not like Ron Popeil's Rotisserie Oven. You can't just set it and forget it. 

Everybody spends time and energy on finding good stocks. On the winner's list of investing 

tasks, finding good stocks never rates being higher than third in importance. The two most 

important elements of successful investing are always position sizing and exit discipline. If 

you fail to master position sizing and exit discipline, then ultimately you will lose...and lose 

big. 



Market Barometers       ← Use this link to see all the market barometer charts 

Markets do not change course overnight. Speculating about the future is a waste of time, but 

markets trend and understanding what is happening now tells us what is most likely to happen next. 

The MTA for the four major market indexes remains solid green, but the last two weeks 

have not been any fun. VTI declined 3.6% from the close on Feb 12 to the close on Feb 26. 

SPX declined 3.1%. COMPQ dropped 6.4%, and IWM declined 3.9%. 

 

https://trendlinedynamics.com/market_barometer_charts/


A Closer Look 

The SPX opened lower on Monday, moved up on Tuesday and Wednesday, and then 

declined significantly on both Thursday and Friday. At the same time the advance-decline 

line moved with price action, and the SPXA50R fell into the mid-50s. 

 

 

 
 



Core Universe       ← Use this link to get to the live Core Universe Table and column descriptions 

 

 

Last week's choices were: ARKK (5% warning $148.75), EEM (5% warning $54.91), IBB 

(5% warning $163.97), IWM (5% warning $216.96), and VTI (5% warning $197.12). 

 

Sym MTA RelStr Loc Trend ATS RSI MAC CMF OBV Long Events/Alerts 

ARKK ↑ 7.7 ↓  ↓ ↓ ↓ ↑ ↓ yes caution < $149 

IWM ↑ 7.5 ↓ ↑ ↕ ↑ ↓ ↑ ↓ yes caution < $217 

EEM ↑ 4.8 ↓ → ↓ ↓ ↓ ↑  yes caution < $55 

IBB ↑ 4.4 ↓  ↓ ↓ ↓ → ↓ yes caution < $164 

IGV ↑ 3.7 ↓ → ↓ ↓ ↓ ↑ ↓ no RelStr > EEM 

VTI ↑ 3.2 ↓ ↑ ↓ → ↓ → ↓ yes caution < $197 

VNQ ↑ 3.2 ↑ ↓  ↓  → → no RelStr > EEM 

QQQ ↑ 3.0 ↓ → ↓ ↓ ↓ → ↓ no RelStr > EEM 

SPY ↑ 2.5 ↓ ↑ → → ↓ → ↓ no RelStr > EEM 

EFA ↑ 2.4 ↓ → ↓ → → → → no RelStr > EEM 

Legend: Up: ↑, Down: ↓, Flat/Stable: →, Mixed: ↕, Turning Up: , Turning Down: 

https://trendlinedynamics.com/core_universe_charts/


ARKK has declined rapidly in the last two weeks. Some big investors did not agree with 

Cathie Wood’s purchase of over 160,000 shares of Tesla, and they sold nearly $500M worth 

of ARKK shares. Despite all the commotion, the MTA only turned on one red dot so far. 

IWM is down 3.9% in the last two weeks but remains just above its 5% trailing stop caution 

level. EEM is down about 7% and below its 5% caution level. IBB is down about 8% and is 

also below its 5% caution level. And VTI is down about 3.6%, but remains above its 5% 

caution level. 

Despite the general decline in the market, there is no change in the holdings this week: 

ARKK (below 5% caution at $148.75), EEM (below 5% caution at $54.91), IBB (below 5% 

caution $163.97), IWM (5% caution $216.96), and VTI (5% caution $197.12). 

          -          -          -          -          -          -          -          -          -          -          - 

For the new members: If you're wondering how the 5% caution level for ARKK can be at 

$149 when ARKK is at $130, it's because the 5% trailing stop is always based on the last 

high-close, and it doesn't get reset while we're holding ARKK. If it got reset every time price 

went below it, then it wouldn't be of much use, even though it does look pretty odd right 

now. 



Sector Universe       ← Use this link to get to the live Sector Universe Table and column descriptions 

 

 

SPX Sector RelStr Leaders:  

 XRT 11.5, XLE 10.5, XAR 5.7, XLF 5.6, XLC 4.5, XLK 2.9, and XLRE 2.8 

  

https://trendlinedynamics.com/spx_sector_charts/


Auxiliary Universe       ← Use this link to get to the live Auxiliary Universe Table 

 

 

Auxiliary Sector RelStr Leaders:  

 XOP 15.4, USO 14.8, ARKQ 11.4, ARKW 10.1, IJS 8.4, XBI 6.1, SOXX 6.1, LIT 6.1 
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https://trendlinedynamics.com/auxiliary_sector_charts/

